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From Your President



The New Year has arrived, and although we are already a few weeks into 2008, it’s still not too late to say Happy New Year to each and every one of you! I hope you enjoyed the recent holidays with all the festive activities that this special time of year offers. Now we are all back into our work and teaching regimes, and, with the start of a new calendar year, it is appropriate to reflect on the events of the last twelve months. In an organization such as ISMTA, it is particularly beneficial and insightful to review and assess where our organization was a year ago and where we are today. During 2007, ISMTA experienced a few bumps in the road, financially speaking. At the beginning of this past July, Treasurer Ian



Moschenross prepared the Annual Fiscal Report covering the time period from July 2006, through the end of June 2007, and this report revealed some alarming figures. During the past fiscal year, our state expenses out-paced our income by approximately $11,000 despite the fact that the expenses were $5,000 less than the previous year. A portion of this imbalance was due to the fact that an annual report such as this gives only a snapshot of the financial situation on the particular day that ends the fiscal year, i.e., what we see is the bank balance and the income that was deposited and the expenses that were paid up to that last day of the fiscal year without taking into account any receivables that are due in or any expenses that were paid earlier rather than later. Despite this, it was obvious that something had to be done and decisions needed to be made in order that our state organization remain financially sound. The ISMTA Governing Board addressed the above-mentioned fiscal situation at the biannual Board Meeting on October 26. The Board initiated several measures in an effort to boost the state income and at the same time, reduce our expenditures. Among the actions taken was the decision to raise our annual state dues by $2.00. The Board also voted to increase the price of our AIM workbooks and other AIM materials, effective January 2008. In ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1



addition, the Board decided to raise the entry fees for the ISMTA Competition. Please check our website, ISMTA.org, for details about these increases in prices and fees. These measures, along with the move to send our state newsletter to members via email instead of by regular post, are all things that the Board deemed necessary. While we would have preferred not having to take these steps, the Board believed that these resolutions were appropriate and in line with other state organizations within MTNA, our parent organization. The Board Meeting at which the above decisions were made was held immediately preceding the opening of this year’s state conference. The conference was held at Western Illinois University, October 26-27. Rich Covas, President of the Naperville Chapter, quoted in his chapter’s recent newsletter, had this to say: “WOW! My first State Conference at Western Illinois University in Macomb was an experience beyond all I imagined. There was so much music – students playing at the competition and the recital and master class by the featured professional, Angela Cheng…. It was very informative.” A few people need to be thanked for making this conference a success. Yeeseon Kwon, ISMTA First Vice President in Charge of Conferences, once again did a superb job of organizing our







President’s Message (continued)



guest artist, the guest clinician, the session presenters, as well as myriad other details. Tammie Walker, Associate Professor of Piano at Western Illinois University, served as Local Chair for this year’s conference, and handled all the logistic responsibilities at the University, from arranging accommodations, securing meeting and dining rooms, organizing technical and mechanical support, planning for meals, and generally putting out all of the unexpected “fires” that arise during the course of an event such as this. Tammie also was able to coordinate the faculty, staff and students of WIU in such a way that made all conference attendees feel most welcome and at home during our visit to the university. I would be remiss in not mentioning the huge role that Matt Talbot played in organizing the conference from behind the scenes. Matt took care of such things as the production and distribution of the conference booklet; handling the details of attendance and registration; and generally facilitating the running of the conference. Next year’s conference will be at Wheaton College in Wheaton, Illinois, November 14-15. Plan ahead now!



Brenda Conroy, Competition Chair, and her committee also need to be recognized for all their work in organizing both the ISMTA as well as the MTNA Competitions at the state conference. As most of you know, one of the rare opportunities that arises when one attends an ISMTA conference is the ability to hear the amazing playing of the competition participants. In addition to



being the State Competition Chair, Brenda is currently the Competition Chair of the East Central Division Competitions. These Division Competitions are scheduled for January 18-20, 2008, at Olivet Nazarene University in Bourbonnais, Illinois. Students from five states will be competing at Olivet for the possibility of moving on to the competitions at the MTNA National Conference in Denver at the end of March. Audience members are welcome at the Division Competitions and you are all encouraged to come to Olivet and listen to these young Division competitors. The Annual Meeting of Members occurs each year at the opening of our state conference and this year two items of importance were on the meeting agenda. First, the annual meeting is always the occasion for ISMTA members to elect new Executive Board members. This year only one position was scheduled for election, that of President-Elect. The ISMTA Nominating Committee recommended Helen Grosshans for this position and members in attendance at the annual meeting voted unanimously for Helen to fill this post. Congratulations to Helen as she begins this important role. Helen will serve as President-Elect for one year and then will automatically assume the role of ISMTA President in December 2008, at which time my own three-year term as President will end. We are very happy that Helen has accepted this position and know that ISMTA will be in very good hands as she assumes the duties of President-Elect



and later the responsibilities of ISMTA President. The second item of importance on the agenda for this past Annual Meeting of Members was a discussion and vote on proposed modifications to our ISMTA constitution. These modifications were suggested as a way to bring our organization in line with current 501(C)(3) not-for-profit guidelines. It is hoped that with these modifications, ISMTA will now begin to be able to take full advantage of cost-saving measures afforded organizations with non-profit status. As we move into 2008, I look forward to steering ISMTA into calmer waters, financially speaking. I am happy to inform everyone that the recent quarterly report provided by Treasurer Ian Moschenross shows our state finances to be on firmer ground than previously, with our income staying in balance with our expenses. Thank you to all who have helped to make this happen. ISMTA will be able to move ahead in 2008, providing the fine services and programs that everyone has come to expect. As this New Year progresses, I hope each of you also find 2008 to be a year full of continued success and also a time of refreshing renewal. Sincerely, Linda K. Barker ISMTA President [email protected]



Officer and Chair Reports



Ist Vice-President



2007 ISTMA Conference Highlights We had another strong showing of about 125 participants at the ISMTA State Conference hosted by Western Illinois University in Macomb, Illinois from October 26-27, 2007. The success of the conference lies with our membership and to the many talented and wonderful individuals. Thanks to Tammie Walker, the local chair and WIU colleagues of the planning committee, a dynamic student chapter association, and numbers of WIU staff that facilitated the event. The various competitions ran smoothly during the conference thanaks to Brenda Conroy and the local and district committee members, as well as adjudicators, and monitors, among others. It was terrific



to see so many student competitors at the conference! The leadership of our members was evident in many ways, including by those who introduced sessions. The success of our state conference shines on the community effort of our constituency! I want to thank Linda Barker for her leadership and Matt Talbot for all his hard work at the central office. A notable high point of the conference was pianist Angela Cheng, who received a standing ovation for an outstanding performance of a varied program, complete with encores on Friday evening. She also provided an inspiring masterclass on Saturday for teachers and students. Another highlight of the conference brought new insights in teaching by guest clinician, Fred Kern who presented two pedagogy sessions. ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1



There were many interesting sessions presented by our members and nonmembers on a variety of teaching topics across levels and several fine lecturerecitals. Many participants commented positively on the excellent quality of presentations. Teachers found the sessions to be beneficial and inspiring. If you are interested in presenting at the next conference be sure to look for the call for session proposals in this newsletter issue. The Competition Winners recital and the WIU Faculty Recital were also featured performances at the conference. We honored members of the year from our chapters at our banquet dinner, where many reconnected with friends and made new associations.







Officer and Chair Reports (continued) Mark your calendars for the 2008 ISTMA Conference on November 14-15, 2008. Our host will be Wheaton College Conservatory of Music in Wheaton, IL. I look forward to working with Daniel Horn, the local chair, on planning next year’s conference.



be advisable for every group to have a web site and to link that site with the state site. Web sites can be a great tool to help your local association to grow, provide information to your membership and inform parents and other groups about Local Association activities.



Yeeseon Kwon, 1st VP Conference Chair [email protected]



If your Local Association has a web site, we would like you to answer the questions below. Please respond by sending me an e-mail.



Second VP



1. What is your web site address? 2. Is your Local Association web site linked with the state site www.ismta.org? 3. Who maintains (designs, updates) your site? How frequently is it updated? 4. What is the cost of maintaining your site? 5. Are you happy with your site? What improvements would you like to see on your site?



Local Association News The ISMTA State Conference was a real success. It was wonderful to see so many Local Association Presidents there. Directories – Thank you for bringing copies of your Local Association Directories to share. Every group is asked to bring one copy for the 2nd VP and one copy for the ISMTA President. Additional copies should be available at the conference to share with other Local Associations. All Local Associations are asked to submit a copy of their annual directory at the beginning of the year. If you forgot, please send it now. These really help all associations with information on membership and programs. One copy goes to Carol Ishman, 2nd VP for Local Associations. One copy goes to Linda Barker, ISMTA President. Membership – We were able to share the successes and challenges of current Local Associations. Most agreed that membership is shrinking. We need to spread the word about the professionalism, education and growth that ISMTA membership provides. One way to do this is to refer current members, potential members, parents and other interested people to local association web sites. Web Site Information – Does your local association have a web site? If your Local Association does not have a web site, please contact me. Most Local Associations do have web sites at the moment. We may be able to get help from our MTNA to design web sites for our Local Associations. Since many are sending newsletters and other communications by email, it would



If you have questions, concerns or suggestions about Local Associations, please feel free to contact me. Carol Ishman, 2nd VP Local Associations [email protected]



Certification Chair Congratulations to Maureen Flood of Barrington for successfully completing her application to become Nationally Certified! Maureen said that she is enjoying seeing “NCTM” after her name. She spent about 3 ½ hours at the latest ISMTA Conference in Macomb taking her written examination. Her only complaint was a case of writer’s cramp and a wish that she could have formulated her thoughts with more speed on a laptop computer. Maureen informed me that she thought it was a “just exam.” When asked why she decided to finally pursue the certification process, Maureen stated that after years of pushing her kids through school she had felt that it was time to do something for herself. Maureen, who has a college piano pedagogy background, prepared for the exam by reviewing some books on piano pedagogy, especially Professional Piano Teaching by Jeanine Jacobson. However, her most important preparation was her years of teaching experience. Her advice to teachers contemplating the certification process is to take it one step at a time, and even though the process is “not easy, those
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who have been teaching professionally shouldn’t be afraid.” Maureen believes that most teachers don’t pursue Certification because of procrastination. Maureen is also grateful for the “Certification Chat” that NWSMTA local Certification Chair, Jennifer Cohen, invited her to attend, and which gave Teachers with advanced degrees in music are encouraged to become Nationally Certified, also. Judith Schoepflin, DMA, NCTM and assistant professor at Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington, shares her insights into the importance of certification. Even though she is a wellestablished university professor, she is adamant about being a mentor and a role model for her piano pedagogy and applied students. She says, “How can I ask my students or any teacher to do something I am unwilling to do?” The Piano Technicians Guild (PTG) has announced the creation of two new PTGsponsored scholarships available to MTNA certified teachers. Any piano teacher who has earned MTNA Professional Certification and uses a Registered Piano Technician can apply for one of two $750 scholarships. One of these annual scholarships is to be used specifically for Recreational Music Making training, and the other one for furthering one’s teaching skills through continued education and/or performance study. Information about certification and about the scholarships can be found by visiting www.mtnacertification.org. As your new State Certification Chair, I would be happy to help you with Certification in any way. Please be in touch with me by phone (847854-2523) or by email (razaq738@aol. com). Janice Razaq, Certification Chair



Foundation Chair 2008 ISMTA FOUNDATION FELLOW ELVINA TRUMAN PEARCE The 2008 ISMTA Foundation Fellow is Elvina Truman Pearce.  As you may know, Elvina has an international reputation as a pianist, teacher, lecturer, and composer of educational piano music.  She is a featured presenter at MTNA national conferences as well as the headliner at numerous MTA state conventions.  Elvina is one of the founders of the Frances Clark Center for







Officer and Chair Reports (continued) Keyboard Pedagogy, and is the former Editor-in-Chief of Keyboard Companion Magazine. Elvina attended the University of Tulsa followed by study in New York City with the renowned Russian artist-teacher, Isabelle Vengerova.  She was also a longtime pedagogy student of Frances Clark in Princeton, N.J.   Her concert career is highlighted by a solo appearance with the Chicago Symphony in Orchestra Hall, a coast-to-coast broadcast over The Chicago Theater of the Air, and by recitals in Carnegie Recital Hall in New York, and the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. Elvina has presented workshops, recitals, and master classes in more than forty states as well as Canada, The Republic of China, and Australia. Elvina taught pedagogy and directed the Preparatory Piano Division at Northwestern University in Evanston, IL for fourteen years.  She currently resides in Naperville, Illinois, where for more than twenty years she has been associated with North Central College, both as a teacher and as director of its Division of Preparatory and Community Music, a program which she founded in 1980.  Many of her students are active as performers and teachers and are leaders in our profession. In short, Elvina Truman Pearce has had a huge influence on our profession.  Please consider making a donation in Elvina’s name as the 2008 Foundation Fellow from ISMTA. Individual members as well as local chapters are encouraged to contribute. Checks should be made out to ISMTA with “Elvina Pearce Foundation Fellow” on the memo line.  Please mail checks to Ian Moschenross State Treasurer, 300 South A St., Unit 1, Monmouth, IL  61462-1971. Carol Walgren-Georgas, Foundation Chair



Piano Chair An easy and effective way of unifying scale fingering. Did you know that C and F major scales share the same fingering? I didn’t until I tried finding an easy way to teach flat scales to non-music majors in my group piano classes at the University of Illinois; in particular, those scales in which we are presumably using an irregular fingering.



I felt compelled to develop a system of thought that could cover as many scales as possible, easy enough to grasp in a relatively short time and more fun than the all-too-common approach based on simple memorization. The scale segment of my group piano classes has always been the one that students stumble most with and ends up frustrating both them and me. My experience taught me that one does not have to refer to the flat scales as irregular and that the right hand fingering can easily be taught by using the familiar two- and three-note groups of notes, just as with all the sharp scales. Compared to the right hand fingering of the C major scale, the F major one starts on the fournote group (F-G-A-B) instead of the three note one. This is why the fingering pattern begins with 1-2-3-4, then switches to 12-3. In the Bb-major scale, the groups are identical: 1-2-3 for C-D-E, 1-2-3-4 for F-G-A-B. We only add one note in the beginning and to make things easy we play it with the second finger instead of the fourth (that should normally be used.) The E-flat scale is based on the same principle only the first group is the four-note one (F-G-A-B). A-flat is exactly the same, only this time we have two extra notes before settling into the familiar groupings. What is then common in all of the flat scales? You might have figured it already, but in case you did not, this is the permeating rule: independently of the key signature, the CD-E, and F-G-A-B note-groups are always played with 1-2-3 and 1-2-3-4 fingers respectively! Compared to the sharp-scale fingering, the difference lies in that in the sharp ones the two groups of notes are always in the same order and therefore do not adhere to the C-D-E, and F-G-A-B key-groups (except for the C major scale!) In the flat scales, they adhere to those keys, which in a way makes it easier to remember. The left hand is equally easy to teach, at least on a conceptual level, using the twoand three-note groups. B-, E-, A-, and D-flat major scales start with a three-note group, 3-2-1, followed by a four-note one, 4-3-2-1. (The notes under which those fingers lie are unfortunately not always the same). For the B (C-flat), F-sharp (G-flat) and Csharp major (D-flat) scales the fingering principle is similar. An easy way of teaching these scales to students is by having them point the 2-3, and 2-3-4 finger groups up in the air and tap with ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1



them the two and three black key groups respectively. What remains is to apply the thumb on the white keys between those two groups of notes. In this way, students can figure out for themselves the fingering for all three scales. Incidentally, notice that if these scales are enharmonically thought as flats, the fingering principle of the right hand remains the same as with all the other flat scales. When combining hands together one can use a variety of cognitive strategies to help students retain the fingering and in so doing become more fluent. As in the sharp scales, common notes played with the same finger, as well as the position of the fourth finger are helpful mental and kinesthetic tools for promoting coordination. In the B-flat major scale for example, the E-flat key is played with three in the right hand and with four in the left, whereas the B-flat key is the opposite. It the E-flat major scale, E-flat is played with the third in both hands. (In addition, I have students tap the 3-4 mirror-like fingering on A-flat -B flat, which provides them with a strong physical reference point.) In the A-flat scale, we have two common finger notes; E-flat and A-flat. Moreover, there are two interchangeable groups D-flat -E-flat and A-flat -B-flat played by 2-3 and 3-4 respectively in the right hand and 3-4 and 2-3 in the left hand. D-flat major scale falls into the aforementioned principle used for the C-sharp major one, the easiest of all to remember. With the exception of the F- and C-sharp minor scales that cannot be played like their major equivalents, the same principles apply pretty much to the minor flat scales as well; only in those, C and F are often flattened depending on the scale signature. Finding creative ways to relate scale fingering to broader principles makes learning more fun, effective and permanent. I have firsthand witnessed a drastic transformation in my students’ attitude toward scales simply by involving them in guessing the fingering using tools and strategies that they have employed in other scales. Dr. Christos Tsitsaros, Piano Chair







Local Association News CAMTA On Oct. 21, twelve CAMTA members and colleagues performed in our William Browning Memorial Concert for MTNA Foundation held at PianoForte Chicago. CAMTA continues to honor the memory of beloved member Phil Gelinas by offering each teacher 2 free tickets for students to a CSO piano series concert. This year students were invited to hear 21 year old artist Joyce Yang. Our Jazz Festival was held on November 18 at Joe’s Be-Bop Café at Navy Pier. Students performed jazz style repertoire and were treated to a concert by guest artists, the Chad Willetts Trio. 311 students participated in CAMTA’s Sonata-Sonatina Festival on Dec. 1. Three gold medal recitals were held in two locations. Remaining programs for the year are: Feb. 8 What Do Your Students Know About 20th and 21st Century Music? (Frances Larimer) March 14 Masterclass with Theodore Edel April 11 The Soul of the Piano: Damper Pedal Technique (Carlyn Morenus) May 9 Self-Directed Practice: A Key to Student Success and Motivation (Elvina Truman Pearce) June 13 The New Celebration Series: Perspectives (Cathy Albergo) CAMTA Luncheon Guests are always welcome. See CAMTA.org for meeting location. Upcoming spring events are AIM exams, the Roberta Savler Contest, and the Composition Festival. On June 20, we will present a workshop with clinician Paul Wirth, at Roosevelt University, Ganz Hall. For information contact Emily Moe ([email protected]). Camille Witos was CAMTA’s recipient of an educator grant from Chicago Piano Superstore. She plans to apply it toward a project about Lili and Nadia Boulenger, in collaboration with William Cernota, Lyric Opera Cellist and Jean Kellogg, Director of Education for the Lyric Opera. Tom Wennblom from Chicago Piano Superstore presented the grant at CAMTA’s Jan. 11 meeting, during which Camille and William Cernata performed a short preview of the project.



Chris Goldston’s student, Brian Jacobs and Margaret Hoover’s student, Geir Falck-Pedersen were among the MTNA state level composition contest winners. Geir Falck-Pedersen performed his composition at the ISMTA conference in Macomb. Emi Murata organized a group rate campaign to encourage members and their students to attend the CSO Beyond the Score multimedia orchestral programs. More than 200 people responded. Martha Yelanosky and Linda Barker began a program for advanced students across studios to meet to work on upper level AIM repertoire and skills. Linda Barker’s students Genevieve and Gwendoline White were honored at our June Luncheon for completing Level 11 AIM exams, and received Sam Licata Awards. Outgoing AIM Coordinator Hannah Voigt presented the awards, and was lauded for 20 years of dedicated service to the AIM program. A new Group Piano committee was organized, headed by Jamie Shaak. For more information on CAMTA’s programs see CAMTA.org Julie Lovison, President



Fox Hills Fox Hills MTA has just finished the second rehearsal for our February 2, 2008 presentation of Fox Hills Piano Grands Ensemble. We have five grands and ten students on stage presenting progressively twenty groups playing duets or piano ensembles. Piano teachers open and close the event with duets. Voice teachers present solos and groups interspersed within the piano presentations. We hire a conductor, a master of ceremonies, and a percussionist. The event is financed with ticket sales, student registration fees and a Perform and Play a Thon. In the last event, pledges are collected and students pledge to perform for a period of time at the local Borders Bookstore. This event is held every other year. It is a lot of work but a wonderful opportunity for students. Barbara Wardwell, President
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Greater Rockford MTA The Greater Rockford Music Teachers Association held their Annual Masquerade Recital on October 27th, 2007 at Willow Creek Presbyterian Church in Caledonia. Forty-eight students of the GRMTA members performed at this event disguised in their favorite costume. The music ranged from folk music to Beethoven; the costumes ranged from the fairy to the ninja. As each cleverly attired performer’s name was announced, they identified their character, took a bow, made their way to their instrument and began playing the composition that they had memorized and polished. The students may have been visually impersonating someone else, but their performances were all their own. Jea Yi, President



North Shore MTA Jan 27 AIM theory exams Jan 28 Home Meeting. E-mail [email protected] for more information. Feb 17 Sonata-Sonatina Festival 9am-4pm Music Institute of Chicago, 300 GreenBay Road, Winnetka, IL Feb 24 Gold Medal Winners Recital Regenstein Recital Hall, Northwestern University, 60 Arts Circle Dr. Evanston, IL. E-mail [email protected] for more information Feb 25 Program: Love and Life of Robert and Clara Schumann (Kathleen and Peter Van De Graf) March 10 AIM Performance Application Deadline AIM Performance Judges Meeting March 24 Program: How to Practice (Abe Stokeman) April 2 Application Deadline for Competition April 12 Application Deadline for Scholarship Application Deadline for Summer Camp







Local Association News (continued) Scholarship April 13 AIM Performance Examination April 20 AIM Performance Examination April 28 Program: James Giles Master Class May 4 Piano Competition May 18 Contest and AIM Winners recital Eric Sutz, President



NW Suburban MTA The fall season for NWSMTA began with several annual student events. AiM exams for Levels I and II were held on November 4 at Harper College, with 90 students participating, a 50% increase for us over last year. Our eleventh annual Festival of Pianos took place on October 21 at Randhurst Mall. Over 330 students participated in this multi-piano performance, conducted by our own Marilyn Crosland. The Sonata-Sonatina Festival was held at Harper College on November 11 with 350 students performing. Students who received Gold Medals performed in a recital the following Sunday. Our fall programs included a September presentation by Dr. Jessica Johnson, director of graduate studies in Piano Pedagogy at the University of WisconsinMadison. Dr. Johnson’s program was “Exploring New Sounds: Contemporary Performance Techniques for the PreCollege Pianist.” In October, Dr. Svetlana Belsky, Coordinator of Piano Studies at the University of Chicago, shared a program on “The Psychology of Practice and Performance.” Dr. Susan Osborn from Northwestern University presented an overview of several pieces from our Awards Competition repertoire in November. Upcoming programs include an elementary/intermediate level master class by Dr. Reid Alexander in January, and a presentation on teaching intermediate repertoire in the new Celebration Series Perspectives by Dr. Cathy Albergo in February. Our annual Independent Music Teachers’ Forum will take place at our March meeting.



One of our members received a $400 Educator Grant in November, provided by Chicago Piano Superstore. Tom Wennblom, general manager for the store, presented Victoria Ilczyn with the award at our meeting. Victoria submitted the winning application and essay from our association, and will use the funds for a student scholarship. Congratulations, Vicki!



Emi Murata has organized group sales for Chicago Symphony’s “Beyond The Score” concerts, which will allow students and families to attend these wonderful programs at a reduced rate, many are attending. The first concert is on January 13, 2008.



Finally, please make plans to attend our annual Teachers Workshop on March 2-3, 2008. The clinician will be Tony Caramia, Professor of Piano at the Eastman School of Music, where he is Director of Piano Pedagogy Studies and Coordinator of the Class Piano Program. On Sunday, March 2 at 3:00 PM, Mr. Caramia will present a Jazz Recital for the general public. Students and parents are especially encouraged to attend this multi-media event. Tickets will be available at the door. The teacher workshop on Monday will feature these topics: Teaching the Gershwin Preludes; Swing Rhythms for Jazzy Students; and Using Modes to Teach Expression. Both events will be held at Karnes Music, 926 W. Dundee Road in Arlington Heights. For more information or to register, please contact Denise Dolins at [email protected], phone (847) 215-2262, or visit our website at www.nwsmta.org.



Please refer any new teachers in our area to Membership Chair, Bev Cook, at [email protected].



Beverly Taylor, President



Salt Creek Salt Creek Chapter of ISMTA is having a successful year. 90 students participated in our “AIM” THEORY examination in November. We will hold the Performance examination on March 8, 2008. We held a Folk Music Festival on October 21, 2007 and 95 students performed in a total of 4 recitals of folk music. At our January meeting on the 17th, Janice Razaq will speak to us on the topic: Impressionsim in America. At that meeting Pamella Christensen will receive a Chicago Piano Superstore Educator Grant Award for this year. Pamella will use the $400 award to teach students who are in need and that she has not been charging or has taught at a greatly reduced fee. Her entire teaching career, Pamella has had students she did not charge or charged at a reduced rate because of their circumstances. We commend her for a richly deserved award. ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1



On January 27, we have a Student Recital at 1:30 pm at Chicago Piano Superstore.



Nola Gustafson, President



Waubonsee Valley The Waubonsee Valley Chapter has had an eventful autumn. At our first meeting in September, we were privileged to have composer Kevin Olson speak to us on “Helping Students to Compose their own Music. We followed this up in October with a special student recital featuring Kevin’s music. The students were thrilled to have the composer of their pieces on hand to make comments and sign their scores! Earlier in the month we also held a general student recital. Our October meeting featured Sandra Anderson-Cordogan and Sharla Fritz speaking to us on “Understanding and Implementing the AIM Program. At our November meeting Larry Dieffenbach conducted a masterclass for our intermediate level piano students. Larry’s ability to communicate with younger students and to achieve results in the short amount of time allotted during the masterclass format, is unparalleled. Also in November, we had 93 students participate in the annual AIM Theory Exams. Our December meeting offered us a little respite from our all too hectic schedules with a holiday luncheon and plenty of music making by our members. Nancy Sen, President







Pedagogy Corner Adaptation of Learning Styles and Perceptual Modalities in Class Piano By Huei Li Chin Introduction Developing functional keyboard skills is the instructional focus of the college class piano program. Functional keyboard skills taught in class piano include harmonization, transposition, improvisation, sight reading and score reading in addition to technique and repertoire. Lyke (1977) viewed class piano instruction as “a practical and effective means for the development of keyboard musicianship skills.” Yet many nonkeyboard music majors consider the class piano curriculum very challenging when the aforementioned skills are involved. Consequently, those who do not learn well in class piano drop out from the class or fail the course. Learning is an ongoing process and an integral part of human development. Unfortunately, problems exist with students who are not able to learn effectively in an educational setting. All students do not learn at the same rate. They certainly do not learn in the same way. Thus, consideration of individual differences must be the central attention in any learning environment. Research in learning styles and learning modalities reveals that the problem stems from a mismatch of students’ learning style and the teacher’s mode of instruction (Kiersey and Bates, 1978). This mismatch might lead to a misinterpretation of the real reason behind students’ learning difficulty. Carbo and Hodges (1988) emphasize that “matching students’ learning styles with appropriate instructional strategies improves their ability to concentrate and learn.” This implies that the role of the teacher goes beyond teaching facts and content. He needs to balance and coordinate all aspects involved in learning and take into account the ways students react and respond to his instructional presentation. Learning style is defined as “the way in which each learner begins to concentrate on, process, and retain new and difficult” (Dunn & Dunn, 1993). Sternberg (1994) adds, “a style is a preferred way of using one’s abilities. It is not in itself an ability but rather a preference.” Thus,



individuals actually choose the ways they learn best. In helping students learn, Sternberg stresses that it is the teacher’s responsibility to vary his teaching presentation and assessment methods so that students of all types of learning styles can be accommodated. Educators should examine characteristics, behaviorisms and attitudes of the student and design instructional strategies to highlight their potentials. Carefully chosen teaching strategies could transform weaknesses into strengths, thereby enabling the teacher to convert failure into success. Learning modalities are perceptual senses through which we prefer to learn most effectively. They include the visual, auditory, tactile and kinesthetic. Moore (1988) says, “the ability to process and perceive information through different mediums is but one of many models of learning style.” Also by knowing how the various learning modalities function, teachers can help students to maximize their strengths and deal with their weaknesses for more effective learning. Since different individuals perceive and process information in a variety of ways, the teacher can promote effective learning in the classroom by presenting a multidimensional or multi-sensory instruction. By integrating the use of more than one sensory mode while learning, the student would be better able to learn more easily. A Brief Overview of Existing Learning Styles Numerous researchers have attempted to identify learning styles and its influences and effects on cognitive development, maturation, hemisphericity, field dependence/independence, global/ analytic processing, temperament, and self-concept. Among the most frequently cited are Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (1962), Kolb’s Experiential Learning Style Inventory (1976), Gregorc Style Delineator (1985) and Dunn & Dunn Learning Styles Inventory (1993). Interest in the research of learning styles began with the study of the brain’s left and right hemispheres in relation to cognition. This can be dated back to Hippocrates, who perceived the brain as the “organ of the mind” (Restak, 1979). While researchers continued to carry out their respective study on the function of the human brain, each tried to establish relationships between learning style and the right/left hemispheres. Each learning ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1



style theorist uses different terminology such as ‘left/right,’ analytic/global,’ and ‘inductive/deductive’ but all seem to point towards a similar description. Lefts/analytics/inductives learn in small, successive steps while rights/globals/ deductives learn more effectively by seeing a broad concept before going deeper into the details (Dunn et al., 1989). Myers-Briggs (1987) invented one of the most widely used personality model, the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. This model identifies four pairs of qualities. They are the Extraversion vs. Introversion , Sensing vs. Intuition, Thinking vs. Feeling, and Judging vs. Perceptive. According to Myers-Briggs (1962), Introverts find energy in the inner world while the Extraverts find energy in things and people. The Sensing people rely on the five senses in contrast to the Intuitive people who trust their hunches. Those with Judging characteristics tend to be decisive and focused but the Perceptive is usually curious and spontaneous. The Thinking people value fairness and focus on logic and objective to reach a decision; on the other hand, the Feeling type values harmony and focus on human values and needs when they make decisions. Even though this model describes the way each type orientates in the world, it consists of information which can affect individuals’ ability to learn. David Kolb (1984) designed an information processing model that identifies two separate learning activities, that of perception and processing. He discovered that some prefer to perceive information using concrete experiences (seeing, hearing, touching or moving) while others by using abstract experiences such as visual, auditory or mental conceptualization. When information has been perceived, it must be processed. Some process information effectively by thinking about the information or doing something with the information. Kolb outlines the four learning dimensions in his Experiential Learning Style Inventory as Concrete experience, Reflective observation, Abstract conceptualization and Active experimentation. Anthony F. Gregorc (1985) modified Kolb’s dimensions by focusing on random and sequential processing of information. The Gregorc model is based on two parts, the perception and ordering. Perception has concrete and abstract qualities while ordering consists of sequential and random







Pedagogy Corner (continued) abilities. Pairing of the two elements in each part will result in four combinations of perceptual and ordering ability, i.e., concrete-sequential (CS), abstractsequential (AS), concrete-random (CR) and abstract-random (AR). The Dunn and Dunn Learning Style Inventory (1993) is an instructional model that contains the following premises: • Most individuals can learn. • Instructional environments, resources and approaches respond to diversified learning style strengths. • Everyone has strengths, but different people have very different strengths. • Individual instructional preferences exist and can be measured reliably. • Given responsive environments, resources, and approaches, students attain statistically higher achievement and attitude test scores in matched, rather than mismatched treatments. • Most teachers can learn to use learning styles as a cornerstone of their instruction. • Many students can learn to capitalize on their learning style strengths when concentrating on new or difficult academic material. They further identify several factors that affect learning: • Environmental preferences for sound, light, temperature, and furniture/ seating designs; • Emotional preferences in relation to motivation, persistence, responsibility and structure; • Sociological preference for selfstudy, pair, peers, team, adult or varied combinations; • Physiological preference related to perceptual strengths, intake, time of day, and mobility; and • Psychological preferences based on analytic/global mode, hemisphericity, and action. Analytic vs. Global Learners In addressing “Global and Analytic Approaches to Inservice” in The Complete Guide to the Learning Styles Inservice System, Kenneth Dunn (1999) classifies analytic and global processing styles as follows: Analytic Sequential Successive Holistic







Inductive Left-brain processing Specifics Details Discipline focus Field-independent Linear Analyze Out-of-context concentration











Global Simultaneous Holistic Deductive Right-brain processing Generalizations Themes Multidisciplinary Field-dependent Overall Synthesize Within-content concentration He further identifies the steps needed for analytic and global learners to succeed: Analytic Prerequisites Objectives Directions Process steps Specific outcomes, then conclusions or decisions Global General goals Optional resources Clues or mystery Multiple approaches Generalizations, then specific knowledge Teachers should accommodate both analytic and global learners to engage every student. Analytic learners favor orderly and detailed instructions, to be prepared and know what to expect. They learn best from direct teaching and working alone (Gremli, 1996). Global processors appreciate overviews since they need to see the big picture before proceeding to the details. They enjoy group learning, thus ensemble experience will benefit them. Since global learners, in general, thrive on learning through the tactile sensory mode, they need to feel their way to master a concept. Analytics may experiment on visual and auditory aids to achieve a desired goal.



The Problem in a Typical Classroom One of the problems in a learning environment stems from the traditional classroom setting which is mostly set in the form of lecture format. This form of teaching tends to be structured with specific and systematic presentation of outlines. While this may offer a clearer sequence of content to the analytic learners, it may not be necessarily beneficial to global students who prefer active involvement and flexibility in ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1



learning. Donald Tanner and Ann Stutes (1997) draw upon Bernice McCarthy’s The 4MAT System: Teaching to Learning Styles with Right-Left Mode Techniques theory that analytic learners function best in this kind of traditional classroom setting. Also, such conventional learning environment poses a learning hurdle for students who do not learn well through their aural perceptual abilities (Rita Dunn, 1993). This, then, indicates that the classroom teacher must consciously seek ways to promote learning amongst the global learners as well as visual, tactile and kinesthetic students. Learning Modalities Having identified the characteristics of analytic/global learners, we turn to more specifically the ways students learn through four perceptual modalities which include visual, auditory, tactile and kinesthetic sensory modes. Students learn through different senses (Dunn & Dunn, 1978). In fact, they learn challenging content through more than one sensory modality. Dunn and Griggs (1995) assert, “maximally effective instruction introduces new and difficult information through students’ strongest perceptual preferences ….. and reinforces what was introduced through at least one of the individuals’ next two strongest modalities. Learning through visualization is for students who learn best by seeing. It can be concrete (visual aids) or abstract (mental pictures) (Ester, 1994). They will most likely enjoy color illustrations and materials or handouts. Aural learners rely upon their listening skills as their strongest sense in learning. By hearing things in a lecture, discussion or tape recorder, he would be more able to retain information. This again can be concrete (aural sound) or abstract audiation (mental sound). Those who learn best through their tactile sense need hands-on experience because information is internalized when it is being put into use. Kinesthetic learners need physical activities but since tactile and kinesthetic learners want to be ‘doing something’ to have a meaningful learning experience, they will be categorized and discussed together in this article. How does an instructor adapt different modes of teaching? Research has pointed to the importance of distinguishing learning styles of different individuals in order to reduce a mismatch between students and the mode of instruction. Sternberg (1994) states, “most







Pedagogy Corner (continued) teachers are best at teaching children who match their own styles of thinking and learning.” Unfortunately, if this happens in a group class whereby various types of student learning exist, not all students will learn effectively. Gremli (1996) believes that the teacher must first identify his learning styles before identifying his students’. His ability to distinguish this can help him deliver sensitive instruction that recognizes and understands different student learning styles. The sensitivity to students’ preferred learning styles helps teachers to subsequently help students master information by using instructional resources and approaches that fit the students’ learning patterns. This article will use Dunn and Dunn’s analytic/global psychological preference and the physiological preference for modalities to develop fluency in forming and playing chords. Teaching the Concept of Chords through an Awareness of Analytic/ Global Processors and Perceptual Modalities The ability to move from one chord to another is a most essential skill needed in developing basic musicianship skills. As such, one must have a solid understanding of chords in theory and in execution on the keyboard since this concept appears to be particularly important in harmonization and open score reading. But before a student can comfortably and fluently play a series of chord progression, he needs to learn how to form each chord and its inversion on the keyboard. Rogers (1984) advocates learning triads or chords “in groups of letter names sharing common configurations of accidentals.” CEG, FAC and GBD should be learned as one group, while DF#A, AC#E, EG#B are categorized as another and DbFAb, AbCEb, EbGBb yet another. BD#F#, F#A#C#, BbDF can be learned last because each chord requires different shape of the hands. The keyboard is very useful to allow students to see the topography of the white-and-black keys pattern common to each group of chords. The visual appearance and the sound of chords played on the keyboard can greatly reinforce students’ ability to spell chords correctly. Since analytic learners need very sequenced and detailed instructions to



help them assimilate information, the teacher may write the following directions on the board: 1) Warm up: Major five-finger pattern (Keys: C, F, G). 2) To form root position chord, play root3rd-5th. 3) Drill on the technical exercise in those keys in rhythm: p. 41. 4) Integrate technique into repertoire: p. 143. (Blocked chord practice in the left hand). By seeing the objective and step-by-step directions, the analytics are aware of the goal and the ways to reach it. It would also benefit the analytics when there are further practice instructions for the next lesson. Again, the teacher can write this down on the board: Assignment for Technique: Chords and Inversions 1) Go through steps #1 - #3 in the following sets of keys: D, A, E Db, Ab, Eb B, F#, Bb 2) To form 1st inversion chord: 3rd-5throot (3rd at the bottom of the chord) 3) To form 2nd inversion chord: 5th-root3rd (5th at the bottom of the chord) 4) p. 140: practice in rhythm moving from root position to 1st inversion to 2nd inversion. Page numbers correspond to Alfred’s Group Piano for Adults, Book 1 by E. L. Lancaster and Kenon D. Renfrow (1995). Global learners tend to draw meaning from abstract representations, stories, or any images that spark their imagination. The teacher may start by asking if they ever wondered what type of chord and inversion is outlined in the beginning of Star Spangled Banner. By relating to such experiences, the teacher can draw them into the content being discussed. Since they enjoy collaborative learning, the teacher may want to group them into small groups to think of other opening themes that outline a chord. The availability of headsets in a class piano lab is very useful in this instance because while the global learners perform peer learning through discussion, the analytics can work on their own or with the teacher’s periodic supervision without being distracted. The global students prefer general ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1



guidelines, variety and alternatives. To teach this group of students, the teacher might provide them with general explanation and encourage them to unravel information themselves. Drilling on C, F, G keys before including the other sets of keys is good reinforcement, even for the global learners. But instead of showing them the three other sets of keys, the teacher may ask, “can you find three other keys that share the same configuration of accidentals?” or, “there are three keys that do not share any particular configuration of accidentals with any of the other chords. What are they?” Any explanation of chords must be followed up by notation for visual reinforcement. The teacher can reinforce further understanding by writing the CEG, FAC and GBD chords on the staves on the board so that they see the line/space chords. A transfer of notation onto the keyboard should then follow with a demonstration on a silent keyboard. Demonstration of chord formation is vital because there is a difference between a two-dimensional and three-dimensional illustration. Since visual learning can be concrete or abstract, students can close their eyes and, through visual imagery, ‘see’ the keyboard and the keys involved in constructing the chord. The teacher names a chord and its inversion and asks the students form the chord in the air. They can check if their hand position is correct by putting that hand position onto the keys on the keyboard. If a videotape of workshop on chords is available, it can be viewed in the class. A handout with dots indicating chord tones on the keyboard can be distributed. The teacher can also assign written work with a visual representation of a keyboard and ask the students to highlight certain chords. Written information may have little meaning to the auditory learners until it is heard. By playing the chord on the keyboard, auditory learners hear the concrete sound of the chord. Mental audiation might be more challenging, but the auditory learners should be encouraged to use audiation to hear the chord (after sounding the root) before transforming it to concrete sound. Another alternative for auditory learners to approach chords is to have them spell the chord before playing it. This task can be tricky when it involves enharmonics. But the combination can be worthwhile as they begin to relate those experiences. Using the keyboard to rearrange chord







Pedagogy Corner (continued) tones should help tactile/kinesthetic students recognize inversions. Not only do they notice how the hand position changes shape with inversions, they feel the difference of hand position with each different set of keys. To encourage more tactile perception, the teacher can suggest to the students to shut their eyes to play root position chords (ascending by half steps). Another way to drill this concept is by using the conventional fingering of chords and their inversions. By using the same fingering for a specific inversion, students form muscular memory of the basic shape of the hand position. Students may be asked to say the finger numbers as they play from root position broken chord to the inversions in rhythm. Tactile/ kinesthetic learners sort out finger muscles while auditory learners hear and associate the finger numbers with the inversion. Playing chords in inversions in different registers across the keyboard is useful for all types of learning modality preference. When a student has seen in notation and graphic keyboard, heard the sound of the chord and felt the keys on the keyboard, these collective experiences reinforce the memory of chords. Conclusion An understanding and awareness of each individual’s preferred learning style is essential to ensure that a transfer of information from the instructor to students is successful. Jenkins (1998) agrees that instructors should “teach all students through their individual learning styles.” Even as I begin to apply my knowledge of learning styles and learning modalities in class piano, I notice that students respond better to the content and learning in general. When more students respond positively with each new concept being taught, learning keyboard skills in class piano would not be as difficult as previously thought. It is not always easy to structure a lesson that benefits all students all the time, but the teacher should always try to avoid the natural tendency to teach in his preferred style. Gregorc and Ward (1977) state: The instructional materials and techniques used by teachers have a direct effect on many students ….. If the approach fits the preferred learning mode, the learner usually reacted favorably. If, on the other hand, the methods were mismatched, the student “worked hard to learn,” “learned some and missed some material,” or “tune out.”



Our job as music educators is to make
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Banking Woes of an Independent Music Teacher Submitted by LeAnn Halvorson, Independent Music Teachers Chair Our jobs as music teachers include many hats, handling the finances of being in business is one of those hats. I handle finances for two businesses plus our personal checking account. We live in a small town and have banked with the same bank (that has changed names 3 times) since moving to Illinois 18 years ago. Did I know that I should have separate business accounts for Halvorson Music Studio and Music Perceptions? Yes, and I did have a separate account for Music Perceptions in the early years when sales were too low to keep up with the checking account fees, so my bank said it was o.k. to deposit the checks from my businesses in my personal account. One bright sunny Monday in early September of 2005, I ran to the bank to deposit a month of Halvorson Music Studio checks and Music Perception checks (I had been wearing too many hats in August). I was totally surprised when the teller told me my personal account had been flagged and I could no longer deposit any checks until I spoke with someone at the Main banking office. I had never heard of banks not accepting deposits before and a month’s worth of checks would hurt us a lot if I couldn’t deposit them. It had to wait until the next day as I needed to pick up my daughter from school and start teaching soon. Tuesday morning I ran to the Main branch of our bank to remedy the situation and open up business accounts for Halvorson Music Studio and Music Perceptions so I could deposit the checks since I thought that is probably what they wanted me to do. Monday was the curve ball, Tuesday was the fast pitch. On Tuesday I was told that I couldn’t open up business accounts, we have never had any banking problems in the 16 years we had banked with them, so I’m certain my jaw dropped to the floor. I looked at the young bank employee and said, “I have never heard of anything like this before”. She told me that I needed “Fictitious Business Name” forms and other forms that identified my business as being a business from the government, but didn’t say where to get them. I asked her if my license for home occupation for Halvorson Music Studio through the City of Columbia, IL would work, she said, “no”. I went home and went on the Illinois Department of Revenue site and e-mailed them asking what forms I would



need. They e-mailed me back saying that I didn’t need to do this and the bank can call them and discuss the matter with them. I printed the e-mail and brought it back to the bank to show it to her so I could get the ball rolling, and also took my Music Perceptions business ID number for Illinois Department of Revenue sales tax. Again, she told me that I needed “Fictitious Business Name” forms, and you must advertise in the local paper that you are “doing business as” these names for 3 weeks, then you will need other forms that identify your businesses as being a business from the government, but didn’t say where to get them. She asked if she could copy the forms I brought in and the e-mail and I told her, “yes”. O.K., I’m in a panic now because I’m thinking we may have trouble paying a few bills if I am not allowed to deposit checks for another 3 weeks. Later in the day, she called and said “you have hoops that you need to jump through, but we can get this done for you”. I asked, “have you called the number from the e-mail that the Illinois Department of Revenue sent me?” She said, “no”. I told her, “call them and talk with them about this, then call me back”. Needless to say there wasn’t much sleep on Tuesday night so instead I gathered up articles I have written for Keyboard Companion, mentions of either of my business through Illinois Music Teachers Association, Gateway Arch East Music Teachers Association, or our local newspaper, and took a lot of Music Perceptions products, the Federal Employee Identification Number for Music Perceptions (even though I have no employees), and Illinois Business Sales Tax Identification Number for Music Perceptions to prove to them that I have had both businesses for a long time, and have local, state, and national recognition of both businesses. On Wednesday morning, I called the county court house and asked them about the “Fictitious Business Name” forms and they told me it was easy to do, was a banking rule that came about after 9-1-1 and that I would most likely need to do it to continue doing my banking as a business. I went into bank and asked to see the manager. He told me that he couldn’t do anything for me until I got the “Fictitious Business Name” forms, and advertised in the local paper for 3 weeks. He said that it would protect the business names for me so nobody else could take checks written out to either business and deposit them in other accounts somewhere else in the state. He was also implying that it would ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1



somehow protect my business names so nobody else could also use the same name and cause me to have to change the names of my businesses. The county court house employees earlier had told me it was a banking formality and it wouldn’t protect my the names of my businesses. I asked him why the Illinois Department of Revenue wrote me an e-mail back telling me that this was something I didn’t need to do. He really didn’t have any answers for that. The bank manager had thrown me a slider, but I wasn’t about to let him strike me out I needed to deposit the checks I had earned. With my blood pressure steadily rising, I told him, “this is some new policy that you have started as I have banked with you for 16 years and it wasn’t a problem until I tried to deposit checks on Monday. Both of my businesses are being hurt by you not allowing me to make any deposits for approximately a month until the advertisements have run. The bank should have contacted me about this before they put a hold on my ability to make any deposits. I have banked here for 16 years, have never had a bounced check, and this is how you treat faithful customers like me? I will take my business to another bank unless you allow me to make deposits today”. I starting picking up the piles of my proof of being in business and started walking out the door. He tried telling me that no other bank would let me open an account until I had the “Fictitious Business Name” forms and have advertised for 3 weeks. I told him, “I’m going to another bank unless you let me open up business accounts today and deposit my checks”. He then said, “I’ll advise my employees that if you get the paper work done today, and have proof that you have taken out the newspaper advertisements, you can open the accounts that day and deposit checks. The county court house charged $5.00 for each business and the advertisements for both businesses ran $127.00. The bank was happy when I brought in the “Fictitious Business Name” forms and allowed me to open my business accounts and deposit the checks. I did tell the bank manager that the court house told me that the forms I just had to get and advertising wouldn’t protect my business names from anybody else stealing them. He just smiled and said, “but you have them and now you can open your accounts”. As Independent Music Teacher’s Forum Chairman I just wanted to share this
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Banking Woes of an Independent Music Teacher (continued) information so others would not have to endure what I went through. If you haven’t already been through this with your bank it could easily happen to you. If you already have a business account for your piano studio, you will be fine. If you have all of your clients write the checks out to you personally with no other names added, you will be fine. Although, on the internet in many places it said you should be able to have “Halvorson Music Studio”, or “LeAnn Halvorson Music Studio” and not have a business account with a bank, and not be required to have “Fictitious Business Name” forms and advertise in local papers



for 3 weeks, my bank refused my deposits until I complied with their new rules. I now have business accounts for “Halvorson Music Studio”, but can no longer deposit any checks in that account written out to my piano studio in my personal name, “LeAnn Halvorson”. Also, any checks written out for Music Perceptions products, need to be written out to “Music Perceptions” and not my personal name, or I can’t deposit them in the business account. Of course, I can always cash any check written to my own personal name into my own personal account, but then I can’t use my business accounts to keep financial track



of my income. It makes depositing checks a lot harder every month and a mess to keep accounting straight. My advise is: if you don’t have a business account for your piano studio, make certain that all of your clients write out checks to your personal name only. Don’t try to sneak in checks with other piano studio name attachments to your name, or you could have a similar experience. If anybody would like to share an experience like this with others please contact me at [email protected] or 618281-6286.



News from the MTNA national office MTNA NATIONAL CONFERENCE Please be reminded that the 2008 MTNA National Conference will be held March 29 to April 2 at the Hyatt Regency, Denver, and the Colorado Convention Center. Online registration is available at the MTNA website, MTNA.org. Click on Programs and then Conferences. Information will also be sent to each MTNA member after the first of the year. This year’s lineup includes performances by both Lang Lang and Anne Epperson (with colleagues). There will also be a wide array of master classes and sessions as well as special events such Pedagogy Saturday and Collegiate/Expo/Professional Studio Saturday. With all of these offerings, this conference will be hard to pass up. Please plan to attend! MUSIC FOR EVERYONE PROGRAMS Did you know over the past few years, thousands of students nationwide have participated in MTNA’s Music for Everyone Programs? Each year more and more teachers use these programs in their studios to motivate their “everyday” students. Through the use of each of the Music for Everyone programs, teachers can help students determine and achieve their individual goals. While they are achieving these goals, they



develop self-confidence and a sense of accomplishment, in addition to an appreciation of music.   These programs include the Music Study Award which is an excellent way to encourage your students by acknowledging their commitment to music lessons. The Studio Festival Program is designed to give students the opportunity to perform and receive a supportive critique from an experienced adjudicator whom you choose. The Music Achievement Award Program encourages all students in a teacher’s studio to continue their music study. With this program, the teacher works with each student to set measurable and achievable goals. Upon completion of these goals the student will not only be intrinsically rewarded, but will also have a tangible pin as a symbol of their accomplishments.  For more information about the Music for Everyone programs, visit the MTNA website at www.mtna.org/Programs/ MusicForEveryone/tabid/280/Default.aspx, or contact MTNA at [email protected] or by calling (888) 512-5278. MTNA MARKETPLACE Did you know the MTNA Marketplace
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offers a variety of publications and musically themed items for use in your studio? MTNA’s new publication Making the Connection: A Guide for Talking to Parents and Students is just one of the informative publications available through the Marketplace. This brief guide looks at the relationship between the child and music and also addresses topics such as establishing studio policies/agreements, discipline, student accountability and addressing difficult issues. Also available are a Teacher Assessment Tool, Brief Legal and Tax Guides, Proceedings from Pedagogy Saturdays I–X and more.   New note cards can help with catching up on everyday correspondence. These cards feature the colorful artwork of past AMT covers. In addition, holiday note cards can be purchased to send seasonal greetings to students, family and colleagues.   Program covers that feature AMT artwork also are available. These colorful programs will provide a nice keepsake for students to remind them of their performances.   For more information or to place an order, visit the MTNA Marketplace www.mtna.org/ Marketplace/tabid/158/Default.aspx.
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ISMTA People Profile: Winter 2008 from the University of Illinois and then served in the Army. His first teaching position was at Eastern Oregon State College in La Grande, Oregon, a small, isolated town in the northeastern corner of the state. While in Oregon Ron and Lois explored out the wonderful and varied scenery of the Pacific Northwest They also joined MTNA by calling the national office, since there were no other members nearby. In 1975 they organized the Blue Mountain District of OMTA, a six-member local association that was the first in Oregon east of the Cascade Mountains. (It’s still going strong!)



Ron YaDeau was born and raised in New Jersey and began studying piano at age six. While yet in high school he won the Teaneck Symphony Orchestra competition and performed with that orchestra under Seymour Lipkin. He did undergraduate work at Baldwin-Wallace College in Berea, Ohio. He fondly remembers the annual Bach Festivals at B-W, and also hearing George Szell conducting many memorable concerts with the Cleveland Orchestra. It was at B-W that he met a young soprano named Lois, whom he married in 1970. Ron earned his Master of Music degree



Ron and Lois returned to the University of Illinois for graduate work, and from there both obtained positions at Millikin University. Ron has taught piano and music theory at Millikin since 1980. He is Coordinator of Keyboard Studies in the School of Music. They became active in the Decatur Area Music Teachers Association and in ISMTA. Ron served as President of ISMTA from 1982 to 1986, and hosted the 1983, 1992, 2001 and 2006 ISMTA conferences at Millikin. He has also served ISMTA as a Director and as Chair of the Constitution and Bylaws Committee for many years. In addition, he served as MTNA East Central Division



President (1994-96) and on the MTNA Board of Directors (1996-98). In 1990 Ron and Lois were both Fellows of the Arts Medicine Institute of Thomas Jefferson University in Philadelphia. In 1997 he presented recitals in Belarus and Slovakia and presented a paper at a joint conference of the Russian, Ukrainian and Belarusian chapters of the European Piano Teachers Association (EPTA). And in 2002 he was invited to present a paper and a master class at the Belarus State Academy of Music as part of the Academy’s 70th anniversary. His first CD, featuring piano music by Belarusian composer Petr Petrovich Podkovyrov and Slovak composer Eugen Suchon,was released in 2002 by First Step Records. Ron is also an organist and choir member (elder, also!) at Pilgrim Lutheran Church in Decatur. In addition, he serves on the Commission governing the United Lutheran Mission Association, a group of several independent congregations dedicated to mission work. In his free time Ron collects LP’s and CD’s of classical music, and is an avid model railroader.



Dear AIMy Performance requirements in this light, preparation is easier and the examinations less intimidating.



Dear AIMy, When and how do you start preparing for the next level of AIM? Is it good to start the next level’s workbook right away or is it better to wait a bit? Do you start working on technique after the theory exam or right away? Mitchell in Morris Dear Mitchell, I like to think of the AIM program as a normal segment of my 12-month teaching program. If one views the Theory and



For example, if my chapter’s theory exam is in November, I will begin the next level workbook in December at a very leisurely pace, perhaps one lesson every two weeks. Why begin so soon? The new level builds on previous work, and the student feels confident that they already know a great deal. Also, this leisurely pace enables me to spot potential weak spots (i.e. dictation) and plan more drills in these areas. The performance requirements are even easier. Utilize the very excellent STUDENT PROGRESS FORM included in the AIM workbooks. Once again, make the technique requirements a normal part of your lesson plans in very small doses. Include the AIM repertoire when selecting new music for your students. What a ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1



wonderful variety of pieces! Don’t be afraid to try new selections. After all, teachers as well as students can have fun with something new! Thank you for your question. I hope you will enjoy and appreciate the wonderful skills the AIM program will bring to your students and your teaching. AIMY Dear AIMy is an advice column dedicated to answering your questions about the AIM (Achievement in Music) program. Readers may send questions by e-mail to [email protected] or by mail to: Patricia Jeske 1825 Brownfield Rd Rockford, IL 61108-6301
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2007 MTNA (State of Illinois) and ISMTA Competitions Winners MTNA



MTNA Young Artist Chamber Music Representative: Amethyst Saxophone Quartet (students of Fred Hemke, Northwestern University)



MTNA Young Artist Piano Winner: Sergiy Komirenko (student of James Giles, Northwestern University) Alternate: Lindsay Garritson (student of Luiz de Moura Castro, The Hartt School) Honorable Mention: Minyoung Yoon (student of Tammie Walker, Western Illinois University) Honorable Mention: J. Tina Ho (student of Alan Chow, Northwestern University)



MTNA YOUNG ARTIST Composition Representative: Brian Jacobs (student of Christopher Goldston); Circus Bear (2 Alto Saxophones, Tenor Saxophone, Baritone Saxophone)



(State of Illinois MTNA Winners move on and compete at the East Central Division level.)



MTNA Young Artist Woodwinds Winner: Hillary Brunner (student of Michael Ericson, Western Illinois University) Alternate: Evan Tammen (student of Jill West, Illinois Wesleyan University) MTNA Young Artist Brass Winner: Diana Miller (student of Bruce Briney, Western Illinois University) Alternate: John Reem (student of Randall Faust, Western Illinois University) Honorable Mention: Katy Massa (student of Randall Faust, Western Illinois University) MTNA Young Artist Voice Representative: Carrie Pollard (student of Lynn Thompson, Western Illinois University)



MTNA Senior High Piano Winner: Sean Yeh (student of Emilio del Rosario) Alternate: Brian Chang (student of James Giles) Honorable Mention: Paul Juhn (student of Emilio del Rosario) MTNA Senior High Composition Representative: Joshua Wood (student of Carol Hoepe); Lament of the Innocent Suite (piano solo) MTNA Junior High Piano Winner: Kate Liu (student of Emilio del Rosario) Alternate: Andrew Tung (student of Emilio del Rosario) Honorable Mention: Frank Wu (student of Brenda Huang) MTNA Junior High Strings Representative: Susie Koh (student of Almita Vamos/Marko Dreher)



MTNA Junior High Woodwinds Representative: Christine Murphy (student of Hideko Amano) MTNA Junior High Composition Winner: Danny Metz (student of Carol Hoepe); Soft Moods (piano solo) MTNA Elementary Composition Winner: Geir Falck-Pedersen (student of Margaret Hoover); The Storm (piano solo)



ISMTA ISMTA Senior High Piano Winner: Derek Maninfior (student of Dr. George Sanders) Alternate: Andrew Ly (student of Brenda Huang) Honorable Mention: Kevin Lee (student of Julia Tsien) ISMTA Senior High Strings Representative: Amy Schlicher (student of Vadim Mazo) ISMTA Junior High Piano 1st Place: Jean Lin (student of Sueanne Metz) 2nd Place: Kathy Qui (student of Brenda Huang) 3rd Place: Daniel Shen (student of Julia Tsien) Honorable Mention: Chelsea Edwards (student of Kathryn Fries)



Announcements Spring Board Meeting



The ISMTA Governing Board spring meeting will be held on Sunday, April 27, in Champaign, from 2:00 – 5:00 p.m. More details will be forthcoming. The Governing Board is comprised of the State Officers, Chairs, and Directors, as well as the Presidents of all of our Local Associations. All board members should mark their calendars today and plan to attend.



New Pricing for AIM Publications



As of January 1, 2008, all AIM workbooks increased in price by one dollar. Thus,



levels II-V now cost $6 (instead of $5) and levels VI-XI cost $7 (instead of $6). In addition, the cost of the AIM Piano Syllabus increased from $25 to $28, and the Teacher’s Guide increased from $15 to $18. This increase, approved unanimously by the Governing Board at our fall meeting, will help offset increasing printing and packaging costs. Shipping costs have also been raised by one dollar to reflect recent postage rate increases.



Doing Better!



Past-president and current Competitions Chair Brenda Conroy really appreciated the “prayers, cards, and concern” for her as she underwent hip surgery in December. She is doing well now, is at home and working on her rehab. No doubt the kindness and consideration of our members and colleagues was and continues to be a great source of strength for Brenda.



Your understanding is greatly appreciated!



ISMTA - Winter 2008 Newsletter - Volume 48 #1
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2006-2007 AIM Award Winners Winners are listed by name, followed by the level and teacher. CAMTA Seth Berkman 10 Geneviere White 11 Gwendoline White 11 Anna Wolf 9 Cynthia Cortez 9 John Cushing 9 John Harris 9 Lydia Swanson 9 Simon Robertson 9 



Roland Moyer Linda Barker Linda Barker Heidi Mayer Marjorie Delaplane Heidi Mayer Heidi Mayer Patricia Heineman-Vernon Heidi Mayer



CUMTA Caleb Johnson 10 Daniel Cheng 10 Diana Liu 10 Diana Liu 10 Ethan Berl 10 Karen Han 10 Annie Liang 12 Christine Cheng 12 Cara Seigel 9 Carrie Nelson 9 Jake Bates 9 Jordan Lange 9 



Linnea Mueller Sue Crawford Larisa Chasanov Larisa Chasanov Linnea Mueller Kathy Fries Barb Powell Sue Crawford Barbara Powell Kathy Fries Barbara Powell Kathy Fries



Gateway Arch East Betsy Rogier 



Amy Jo Sawyer



9 



Greater Rockford Rachel Kooistra 10 Emily Cummins 11 Chantalle Falconer 9 Colette Metras 9 Mary Kate Buzzard 9 Thomas Reith 11 



Marilyn Cade Tricia Jeske Tricia Jeske Marilyn Cade Marilyn Cade Jea Yi



Joliet Grace Hollister 11 



Linda Haeger



Kankakee Christopher J. Aune 



Kavin Sampson



9 



Naperville Bethanie Lee 10 Evan Thayer 10 Ivan Wu 10 Jack Linshi 10 Janie Zhang 10 Katie Minion 10 Nathan Olson 10 Nicole Su 10 Shenhil Dodhia 10 Anna Havala 11 Eric Moy 11 Prakriti Joshi 11 Cathy Li 12 Katherine Wang 12 Katie King 12 Kelly Brdicka 12 



Wendy Wu Ruth Sawyer Ulgen Uras Jane Yoo Ying Gao Nancy Liley E. Callan-Noble Nancy Liley Jane Yoo Nancy Liley Wendy Wu Ai-Lin Lai Elizabeth May Wendy Wu Elizabeth May Elizabeth May



Mike Linshi 12 Tony Zhang 12 Bill Liu 9 Chase Power 9 Colleen Ondracek 9 Eddie Cho 9 Eunice Park 9 Eunice Sun 9 Jeanne Hu 9 Jessica Ondracek 9 Julie Brdicka 9 Naiomi Gunaratne 9 Naiomi Gunaratne 9 



Jane Yoo Ying Gao Ai-Lin Lai Nancy Liley Nancy Liley Wendy Wu Jane Yoo Ying Gao Danni Hu Nancy Liley Elizabeth May Laura Forbes Laura Forbes



North Shore Adrienne Abrams 10 Andrew Hile 10 Debbie Shi 10 Hannah Kay 10 Andrew Ly 11 Nathan Noh 11 Renee Dworak 11 Grace Biss 12 Aaron Zasadny 9 Allison Wilber 9 Benjamin Sheu 9 Brianna Nielsen 9 Debbie Shi 9 Frank Wu 9 Jaime Cohen 9 Jessie Ost 9 Maggie Sanabria 9 Taylor Coleman 9 



Mary Beth Molenaar Mary Beth Molenaar Debbie Gillette Brenda Huang Brenda Huang Brenda Huang Harriet Smith Debbie Gillette Debbie Gillette Jennifer Cohen Jennifer Merry Jennifer Merry Debbie Gillette Brenda Huang Jennifer Cohen Barbara Anderson Jennifer Merry Ellenore Bonebrake



NWSMTA Lily Xu 10 Merry Wang 10 Sophie Zhao 10 Beth Grinter 11 Crystal Wang 11 Dan Parvin 11 Tifany Yung 11 Diana Yang 12 Dianne Lin 12 Nate Hubbard 12 Susan Liu 12 Christine Garces 9 Kathleen Wang 9 Lana Wang 9 Matthew Yang 9 Stefan Hyde 9 Takako Mino 9 



Lillian Zhuang Janice Razaq Marie Rutter Vivian Pintacura Fran Onley LeVonne Mrozinski Hsiu-Chen Hicks Lillian Zhuang Marie Rutter Suzanne Fleer Fran Evens LeVonne Mrozinski Francine Evens Lillian Zhuang Lillian Zhuang Marie Rutter Miho Nakagawa



PAMTA Arielle Bauer 10 Arielle Bauer 10 Megan Zwicky 9 



Jane Harms Jane Harms Rebecca Gebbink
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2006-2007 AIM Award Winners (continued) Salt Creek Chapter Jimmy Li 10 Joseph Zhang 10 Emily Kirkegaard 11 Stephanie Tang 11 Alexandra Ozaki 12 Emily Grodinsky 12 Caroline McMahon 9 Elysa Jaros 9 Kristin Alyinovich 9 Daniel Spiotta 10 Hannah Buckle 12 Jamie Ray 12 Jennifer Gomulka 12 Eleanor Turk 9 



Emi Murata Emi Murata Nancy Hagen Emi Murata Emi Murata Nola Gustafson Patti Nyien Nola Gustafson Bronya Dvorak Murial Mosher Eva Woo Alina Sutterlin Alina Sutterlin Eva Woo



West Suburban Ryan Webster 10 Stephanie McGinnis 10 



Lynnette Zelis Linda Krueger



William Bywaters 10 Brendan McMillan 11 Erin Brown 11 Samantha Knoll 11 Emily Brown 12 Garrett Jansen 12 Marian Cardwell 12 Trevor Mowry 12 Beth Bleed 9 Emily Dix 9 Emma Peterson 9 Matthew McMillan 9 Matthew Novack 9 Megan Kapsalis 9 Michael Novack 9 Michelle Maust 9 Molly Ryan 9 Natalie Kuick 9 Sarah Chaney 9 Zachary Crockett 9 



Lynnette Zelis Rita Brown Jane Cole Diane Jankiewicz Lynette Zelis Rita Brown Rita Brown Mark Edwards Katie Stephen Jane Cole Bonnie Brewster Rita Brown Janna Williamson Diane Jankiewicz Janna Williamson Jo Elsen Stephanie Myers Carol Ishman Janna Williamson Diane Jankiewicz



ISMTA welcomes the following new members who joined us in the fall of 2007 Elif Allenfort Arlington Heights, IL



Vita Gasper Highland Park, IL



Nomeda Bach Naperville, IL



Amanda Greer Milan, IL



Jenni Beles Westmont, IL



Sarah Holland Macomb, IL Mary Lemanski-Dougherty Downers Grove, IL Chelsea Maroney Macomb, IL



Lisa Bishoff Mundelein, IL Kimberly Boerckel Peoria, IL Bruce Briney Macomb, IL



Karol Reddington Wheaton, IL Shira Sahdev Belleville, IL Kris Sandrock Elmhurst, IL Asako Shimasaki Washington, IL Inna Spevak Naperville, IL Rose Thompson Decatur, IL



Marina Cosgrove Crest Hill, IL



Roslyn McPherson Champaign, IL Stephanie Myre Chicago, IL



Margret Dahlberg Chicago, IL



Katherine Neumann Lincolnshire, IL



Amber Veigel Rockford, IL



Cristina Deiac Peoria, IL



Nicole Peter Macomb, IL Viktoria Piatakova Woodridge, IL Anna Price Glasford, IL



Bethany Wiest Mascoutah, IL



Michael Ericson Macomb, IL Vivian Franyi Kolofa Bartlett, IL
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Call for Conference Presentations ISMTA Annual Conference



Wheaton College Conservatory of Music



Wheaton, IL



November 14-15, 2008



Members are requested to submit proposals for the 2008 Conference. Papers, panels, performances, lecture-recitals, demonstrations, research and creative projects are invited. Proposals must be e-mailed or postmarked no later than May 15, 2008.



Guidelines for Submitting a Proposal You may send the proposal by mail or by e-mail. Be sure to include the following: o Your name, address, phone number, and e-mail address o Summer contact information o Title of the presentation o Summary of the presentation o Biographical information o Equipment needs



Send all proposals to: Yeeseon Kwon ISMTA Conference Chair 8828 Niles Center Road, Apt 507 Skokie, IL 60077 [email protected]
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